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1. Elaborate upon mandal commission and write suggestions given in its
reports.
2. Which three measures tooks places in indian politics decline of 19th
century?
3. Give an account of rise of B.J.P in 1900’s decade.
4. What is Babri masjid dispute and what happened to state govt. after
Demolisiation?
5. Describe the era of multiparty system in India after 1989.
6. What are disadvantages and advantages of coalition govt.?
7. How was Goa liberated from Portuguese?
8. Throw light on internal problems of j&k.
9. What do you know about successionist movement of mizo and how was it
resolved?
10.How did Sikkim become state of India?
11. Explain Dravidian movement.
12.What were demand of Sikhs against the central govt.?
13.What is sardar sarovar project? What are its achievements? What are
objectives on it?
14.What was anti attack movement?
15. Explain chipko and narmada bachao movement?
16.Who were dalip panthers? Why did they protest?
17.Describe factors which makes farmers movement the most popular
movement?
18.Why was parliament disagree with judiciary during the period of
emergency?
19.What do you know about shah commission?
20.How did emergency affect the Indian citizen?
21.Explain the steps responsible for reestablish supremacy of the congress
party after 1971 elections?
22.Why is the 1976 election result termed as political earthquake?
23.What changes took places after 1967 election?
24.Describe the evolution of India’s nuclear policy
25.Why did Kargil war happen? What were its causes and cosequences?
26.What was Tibet issue? How did it cause tension between India and china?

27.Explain India’s relation with its adjacent countries?
28.What do you mean by mixed economy? Is it better than other economic
sectors? And why?
29.Write feature of 1st and 2nd five year plan?
30.Why is congress known as umbrella organization?
31.What were the challenges before election commission?
32.Explain the reason for one party dominance.
33.Why did princely states oppose to join union of India after independence?
34.What were cause and consequences of partition of India?
35.How were states reorganized after independence?
36.What is cold war? What were the reasons responsible for its emergence?
37.What was Cuban missile war?
38.Describe new international economic order.
39.Classify the politics of NAM.
40.Explain cause and consequences of disintegration of Russia?
41.Which reforms were initiated by gorbachev?
42.What was new world order and how did it bad to the first gulf war?
43.Explain factors responsible for U.S hegemony.
44.Explain three types of hegemony.
45.What role has E.U played to resolve the problems of European countries?
46.Explain ASEAN way.
47. Evaluate the reasons responsible for the development of Chinese
economy?
48.What is SAARC? Elaborate its principles.
49.Explain India’s relation with Pakistan and Bangladesh.
50.Describe components of U.N.
51.What is importance of U.N. in unipolar world?
52.Explain traditional and non-traditional concept of society.
53.Why is international co-operation necessary?
54.What are global commons? How do they have common but differentiated
responsibilities
55.What are alternatives present at the times of war in front of a govt.?
56.Write four concerns of environments in global politics?
57.What is globalization? What are its advantages and disadvantages?
58. Explain the situations encourage globalization?
59.‘Globalization has increased cultural differences’ .Explain?
60.What was ‘operation enduring freedom’?

